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Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 - Size

fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great. 
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ontrol cables are easily one of the most overlooked parts on an aircraft. When the system works properly, control cables are quiet, efficient, and reliable. While the proper rigging of the control surfaces can sometimes prove a source of annoyance for pilots, builders, and mechanics, cableoperated control systems have a reputation for working properly for years with few problems. Aircraft cable is called “wire rope” by the companies that make it. Wire rope can be used for everything from securing radio towers to towing ships. Much of the published data for making cable ends and the part specifications for cable ends actually dates back to the early telegraph and telephone companies. All aircraft control cable is manufactured basically the same way: strands of fine wire are spun together in a spiraling fashion. The composition of the strands and the number of bundles of the strands is one way to identify cable types. The designation indicates the number of bundles and the number of strands in the bundle. For example, 7 x 19 cable means it has seven bundles wrapped together, with seven strands in each bundle. A 1 x 7 cable has one bundle of seven strands, and 1 x 7 or 1 x 19 cables don’t bend well, which is why they are called “nonflexible.” While this cable doesn’t bend well



around pulleys, it might be used for biplane bracing wires or as the drag wires inside the wing, where all the wires have to do is pull in a straight line. Cable made of smaller strands in more bundles gives it the flexibility to bend around pulleys and fairleads. The most common aircraft types 7 x 7 (flexible) and the 7 x 19 (extra flexible) cable. The smaller diameter wires allow the wire to bend without putting as much compression or tension strain on the individual wire. On a large diameter



wire the large volume of material being compressed and pulled simultaneously during a bend causes it to fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great. Aircraft cables may come with a nylon coating. When exposed to the environment cables often pick up contamination like dirt. They are also susceptible to internal corrosion as humidity, rain, or salt-laden air penetrates the bundles. Dirt acts



A deconstructed 7 x 19 cable shows the seven separated bundles.
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building basics as an abrasive in cables as they bend around pulleys, wearing on the individual strands. The nylon coating helps protect the strands from contamination. Coated cable is reputed to have greater life span than that of bare cable. For aircraft in relatively clean conditions, the life of a bare An example of a straight shank Kerney® fitting can be seen where cable may be sufficient. For aircraft cable ends are attached to turnbuckles. operating in harsh environments— such as sandy or salty conditions— cations concerning the ductility of does not come from one of these the nylon-coated wire may be nec- the steel (how many times can you manufacturers, it is not MIL SPEC essary. bend it before it breaks), how well certificated. It may be “equivalent The steel in the cables should not the coatings stick, the breaking to” MIL SPEC, but it is not MIL have magnetic properties and strength, stretch limits, perform- SPEC. should not have a tendency to ance at high and low temperatures, There are two other requirements develop magnetic properties and resistance to common chemi- worth mentioning. Aircraft cables because this can attract contamina- cals used in aircraft. must be lubricated during manufaction that causes strand wear affect To identify the cable’s manufac- ture. This allows the individual compass deviations. Cables made to turer, each company weaves in a col- strands to slide against each other as military specification, or MIL SPEC, ored thread: Continental Cable Co. they bend around a pulley. Without (see box) called MIL-C-18375, have (red and blue), Gustav Wolf Rope & this lubricant, the strands tend to better non-magnetic properties Wire Factories (brown and white), wear quickly and the cable can fail compared to MIL-W-83420 cables, Loos & Co. (red and yellow), Strand from the inside of the bundle outeven though the 18375 cables are Core Inc. (black and green), Wire ward. Typically the most wear on not as strong. Rope Corp. of America Inc. (red and cable strands occurs inside the cable Cables can be made of corrosion- white), and Carolina Steel & Wire bundles. resistant (stainless steel) or regular Corp. (red and orange). If a cable An endurance test is the other carbon steel. The non-corMIL SPEC requirement. Figure 1. rosion steel cable is made Placed in a test rig under from regular carbon steel a load, the cable endures and is hot dipped or eleca specified number of troplated with either zinc cycles to see how long it or tin over zinc to provide takes for the cable some measure of corrostrands to begin breaksion protection for the ing. Figure 1 shows how 16 inch diameter drum strands. All cables used in the MIL SPEC requires 13.5 inches oscillating at 120 certificated aircraft are the test rig to be arranged minimum reversals per minute supposed to be manufacand the amount of tentured to MIL SPEC stansion the cable must hold 11.5 inch diameter minimum dards. MIL-C-18375 and at the conclusion of the MIL-W-83420 (now test. The endurance test known as MIL-DTLensures that the cable 83420) cover the requirewill bend a minimum ments for flexible wire number of times before Test rope. strands begin to break. Load The cable’s diameter, Think of bending a surface smoothness of the wire coat hanger until it strands, the tightness of breaks, and then considNumber of Breaking strength the strand wrap, and how er the operation of an Construction Reversals after test Test Load Cable Diameter 7X7 70,000 216 5.0 the strands are to be aileron cable. On a typi1/16 7X7 70,000 420 9.0 3/32 7X7 70,000 780 18.0 wrapped is specified. All of cal Cessna 150 flight, let’s 1/8 7x19 130,000 1,200 24.0 5/32 7X19 130,000 1,740 37.0 these can affect the ability say you make an aileron 3/16 7X19 130,000 2,280 50.0 7/32 7x19 130,000 2,940 64.0 of a cable end to hold on input once every five sec1/4 7X19 130,000 3,660 78.0 9/32 7X19 130,000 4,560 90.0 to the cable during swagonds. That’s 12 times a 5/16 7X19 130,000 6,600 120.0 3/8 ing. There are also specifiminute, 720 times an 98
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hour, and if the airplane has flown 4,000 hours on the same cables, those wire ropes have flexed around their pulleys 2.88 million times. There is a pretty good chance the wire coat hanger would not have lasted that long! For any mechanic or homebuilder, the new FAA Advisory Circular 43.13 section on cables and cable ends is a useful document. People who first look at the tables in Section 8 in Chapter 7 can occasionally get confused as to what the tables mean. Tables 7-3 and 7-4 tell the diameter of the cable, the tolerance for variations in cable diameter, and the rated breaking strength of the cable. Table 7-3 provides data for flexible cable, and Table 7-4 provides the same data for non-flexible cables. These are the tables to be referenced when deciding what proof load to apply to cable ends after they are swaged onto cables. These tables are the guidelines that should be used for finding the rated



strength of the cable. When ends are swaged onto cables, AC 43.13 specifies that 60 percent of the cable’s rated breaking strength must be applied to the cables and the cable ends—consistent with the MIL SPEC instructions for cable end attachment. Table 7-5 provides data for straight shank terminals, which attach cables to turnbuckles. There are several different types of these



What is MIL SPEC? Military Specifications have served as the central collection point of accumulated knowledge on many technical areas—both military and civilian. This became apparent in 1992 when Secretary of Defense William Perry mandated their elimination. Over the following 10 years it became apparent that while many unnecessary specifications could go away (i.e., the U.S. Army was unlikely to need large numbers of cavalry saddles any time soon), other MIL SPECs were still necessary to ensure that aircraft parts would continue to be manufactured to a standard based on the 100 years of testing and collected data. Without conformance to MIL SPECs, some products began to be made with subtle (or not so subtle) variations, which all too often created unforeseen and undesirable failures in the materials. In recent years the policy of eliminating all Military Specifications has been re-evaluated, and many critical specifications have been reinstated. EAA Sport Aviation
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kinds of terminals. Table 7-5 also gives breaking strength data, which is the rated breaking strength of the swaged on cable ends—not the cable itself. In some cases the rated strength of the cable and the cable end may be the same, and in some cases it may not. The rated breaking strength of the cable from Tables 7-3 and 7-4 should be used for the 60 percent proof-loading test. Table 7-5 refer-
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building basics ring to the straight shank cable ends provides other critical data concerning the proper diameters and length of the terminal ends being used. The diameters of ends before and after they are swaged are given. Swaging refers to the squeezing of the cable ends onto the cable using a tool specifically designed to compress the cable end a predetermined amount. If the terminal ends do not meet



the diameter and length limits specified in AC 43.13, do not install the cable. If the terminal end diameter is not small enough or the terminal length is not long enough, it could mean that the wrong terminal end has been used, the cable is the wrong size, or the wrong size tool has been used to swage it. These problems could arise because the technician has accidentally selected the wrong size parts or tools. The problems



could also be that the parts have been manufactured incorrectly. Next month, we’ll discuss swaging techniques and troubleshooting of control cables. References Department of Defense (2000). Qualified Products List of Products Qualified Under MIL-DTL-83420 Wire Rope, Flexible, for Aircraft Control (QPL-83420-10). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Department of Defense (2000). Wire Rope, Flexible, Type I, Composition A (MIL-DTL-83420/1B). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Department of Defense (2000). Wire Rope, Flexible, Type I, Composition B (MIL-DTL-83420/2B). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Department of Defense (2000). Wire Rope, Flexible, Type II (Jacketed), Composition A (MIL-DTL83420/3B). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Department of Defense (2000). Wire Rope, Flexible, Type II (Jacketed), Composition B (MIL-DTL83420/4B). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 Department of Defense (2001). Wire Rope, Flexible, Corrosion-Resisting, Non-magnetic, for Aircraft Control (MIL-DTL-18375F). Standardization Documents Order Desk, 700 Robins Avenue, Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094 U.S. Department of Transportation; Federal Aviation Administration (1998). Aircraft Inspection, Repair & Alteration: Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices (AC43.131B/2A). Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office.
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